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Abstract
Since the evolution of the container-based virtualization there
has been a continuous and rapid change in not just one but
multiple areas of technology. One of it is the Internet of things
(IoT). This paper describes how container technologies has
proved to be a new benchmark for Internet of Things. Here we
address key challenges which one comes across when working
with Industrial IoT and how containers prove to be an effective
way of solving those challenges.

ESSENTIAL TECHNOLOGIES
Developing smart IoT environments requires one to work with
low-level complexity aspects related to it. This becomes a
major concern while meeting the high-level needs of the
application. One cannot talk about developing a solution
without addressing this issue. To elaborate further, Researchers
and industries have particularly focused on developing a
middleware solution, which can not only help developing
solutions faster, but also provide flexibility to reprogram IoT
nodes. This will help with:
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INTRODUCTION
Internet of Things or IoT is one of the fields which has
gained a steep curve in popularity due to the aspects which it
produces [1]. While there is no official definition
to look
after; there are many popular slang like “connecting things”,
“connecting home devices” etc. The below definition is derived
from the need which is seen especially in industries. The idea
or concept of connecting sensors or end devices for the purpose
of monitoring the systems while also reducing the effort of
constantly looking after, to let the developed infrastructure take
care of monitoring and alerting while also controlling, is
defined as the Internet of Things (IoT).

-

Dynamic optimization of the nodes according to
actual and IoT node capabilities.

-

Allow task exchange and offloading with IoT nodes.

-

Deploy on-demand service according to node
capabilities.

-

Easy Scaling of the Solutions by achieving
orchestration. However, these solutions are strictly
dependent on the un- derlying virtualization
environment which limits the flexibility of the
application development.

Lately, in this regard, with the advent of container-based
software virtualization technologies one can imagine addressing above mentioned features better than hardware virtualisation. Thus, proving to be a better choice than the latter as well
as baremetal systems. Containerbased virtualization’s core
idea lies on the fact of omitting the kernel implemen- tation
which typical hardware-based virtualization techniques are
primarily focused on [2]. This means that the former
technology completely abandons the idea of a full-fledged
Operating system implementation instead maintains the idea of
a generic software package where one can build their custom
application on the top of it. To elaborate further,
container-based solutions do implement their own file system
and network layer above host but system calls still go to host
kernel. This directly implies that although container-based
solution implementations will be slower than bare-metal, they
still will be faster than typical virtualization based solutions.
This concept also helps in having only necessary components
for the application.

The primary reason why container-based platforms are preferred for IoT is because of the modularity and maintainability
of systems that are remotely deployed and managed in the field.
Virtualization technology, which disseminated more than a
decade ago, gained popularity for development and deployment using virtual machines, was based on the core concept of
hardware virtualization [2]. With the advent of container- based
virtualization there has been a dramatic shift towards it. The
advantages which this technology provides in terms
of
scalability, flexibility, deployment provides an edge to it [2].
An IoT system is characterized by memory constraints,
computation power, energy usage paired with performance,
reliability, and flexibility. Also, the problem of remote deployments and upgrade, security fixes to the gateways which work
under little or no supervision, raises the prime motive to come
up with modular based designs. Container-based platforms
initially developed as a micro-services platform has proven as
a boon and acts as a rescue to many of the above problems
mentioned.
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3) Deployment and Flexibility: Since container images
can be created in the form of packages, its deployment
is rather simplest by now. Thus, one can add features
to the current image and package it in the form of
another image and deploy it. Also, since the images by
nature are isolated from one another, remote
deployments and bug fixing is relatively easy.

CONTAINER BASED IoT SERVICE
Some of the problems which are faced by a generic smart IoT
based environment are described as follows [3]:
1) Resource Constraints: This is one of the major
hardware problems accounted while developing the
solution. An Edge device is supposed to be as small,
as low-power, as well as, as productive as possible,
because of the consumption needs of the entire
system. Often more than not, the task is to
accommodate the software in as less memory as
possible. Since the edge device generally comes with
limited memory, this has become one of the main
design aspects while developing a solution.

4) Orchestration: Containers can be customized to
commu- nicate with each other and share load. This
helps when any one is down for any reason. Many
containers support for multiple containers to work
together for a single task, which allows for distribution
of the load. Also, better scaling, decentralized design
and cluster management are one of the aspects of it.

2) Performance: Along with the memory constraint, it
also has limited computation power. Thus, this further
adds more to the challenge of developing an efficient
solution providing performance in regards with
limited computa- tion power as well as in general.

Though, containers prove to be a rescue in crisis, they do have
some cons on which has to be addressed. Application which are
developed by implementing container architecture are slower
than the ones directly running on the host system. In fact,
Network Virtualization plays an important role in performance
of the applications. This has been observed and shown in the
results below.

3) Security: Until much recently, IoT was only perceived
as a way of making devices smarter and making tasks
easier, which blindsided the aspect of security. In
2016, a malware named Mirai was used for a
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack over
many regions of North America and Europe [4]. This
is recorded as one of the major incidents in
cyber-attack history. The attack was executed on
many Internet connected devices like Printers, IP
cameras, residential gateways, baby monitors.
Incidents like this has given rise to the problem of
security, even in industrial applications. Instead,
because of the consequences in an industry even a
small attack can do, makes it even more of a burning
issue.

RESULTS
As discussed earlier, containers are better in performance in
many contexts, results for which can be found from [2]. The
graph shown below is a plot of a simple ZMQ based
publish/subscribe application. This graph compares the implementation as a container based service and on the host as
well. Moreover, the containerization is done using docker on
Ubuntu 16.04 and the application is created using python as
language. It is clearly understood that, docker takes more time
for receiving data from publisher and there is a gradual
percentage increase in time with compared to host. Moreover,
to further show the role played by network virtualization in
performance, the application is run under host network which
shows that although docker takes higher time as compared to
host there is significant decrease compared to the one where
application is under network virtualization. These results imply
the significant time taken by network switch. This can be
further extrapolated to help us infer that similar situation will
occur in database related operations [6].

4) Maintenance and Deployment: Given that the edge
gate- ways are at far reach places like Oil fields,
Mines, shipments tracking (e.g. Medicines), gives rise
to the factor of maintaining their good health and at
the same time, deployment of the software needs to be
as smooth as possible.
Containers, nevertheless, doesn’t solve the problems com
pletely but does prove to be useful in facing those problems and
ameliorating them to an appreciable extent.
The following aspects of containers in general elucidate further
the features provided and how they solve the challenges posed
by IoT [5]:
1) Reliability: A container image once created is guaranteed to run on a system on which its dependencies are
installed, provided that the OS is Linux based. This
makes it reliable and robust over a wide range of
systems and gateways. While containers do support
Windows platform, it is a little tedious to handle.
2) Security: On the implementation level, containers in
general implement their own namespace which
isolates
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CONCLUSION
It is now apparent that container-based solutions which
although, are marginally slower than bare-metal systems are
beneficial because they help in the aspects of deployment and
maintenance. The aspects of Continuous Integration and
deployment facilitated by Jenkins and similar tools make
containers more effective solutions.
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